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Dust Jacket 
 
You are the only one who can manipulate the Rayzer as it cuts through a colorful and 
exciting arena filled with obstacles such as mirrors, lenses, and prisms.  Guide it into the 
goal with the use of dynamic barriers that you place on the fly as it reflects, bends, and 
splits across the playfield.  You race against the clock and battle with the physics of 
gravity and refractions as you try to change the color of the Rayzer to match the goal 
and complete each challenging level. 
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Research 
 
Original Idea 
 
The idea for Rayzer originated from the theme we received from the Topic Tumbler.  
When we considered our theme, Scientific, we came up with the idea of using a laser or 
lasers and the effects that lenses, mirrors, and prisms have on them.  This idea led 
easily into the creation of a puzzle game in which you guide a laser around a playfield to 
reach a goal location. 
 
Questions 
 
Our original questions concerning this idea involved how we could make the physics 
interactions of a laser and the obstacles of our game fun and interesting.  These 
included questions such as: 
 

• How exactly does passing through a concave or convex lens alter a beam of 
light? 

• How exactly does passing through a prism alter a beam of light? 

• Does gravity affect light? 
 
Hypothesis 
 
After considering these questions, we came up with the hypothesis that we would need 
to bend the real rules of physics a bit for the game environment in order to make them 
more exciting. 
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Findings 
 
If a beam passes through a biconcave lens, that is a lens with two concave surfaces, 
the light will converge on a focal point on the other side of the lens.  If a beam passes 
through a biconvex lens, that is a lens with two convex surfaces, it will diverge at an 
angle according to a focal point on the side it originally passed through.  (Lens Optics, 
Wikipedia) 
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When it comes to prisms, we found that the angle at 
which a beam of light collides with a prism, is greater than 
the angle it changes to when it enters the prism.  That is, 
the angle of the beam inside the prism is closer to the 
normal of the surface.  (Snell’s Law, Wikipedia) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Just as massive objects affect the trajectory of matter as it passes through space, it 
affects the trajectory of light as well.  For instance a star such as our sun will alter the 
path of an asteroid as it passes by.  In the same way if a beam of light were to pass by 
the sun it would be bent along the same curve, although much less because light travels 
so fast.  (http://www.physlink.com/Education/AskExperts/ae661.cfm) 
 
 

 
(http://www.dkimages.com/discover/previews/768/5018994.JPG) 
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Conclusions 
 
This research led us to some clarification on how we would do the physics for the game.  
For the lenses, the physics behind them will be easy to do, as both types of lenses work 
with a focal point to either side.  As such, our lenses, regardless of type, will have a 
focal point on each side a certain distance away, and then when a beam passes 
through the lens, if it is convex it will converge to the focal point, and if it is concave it 
will diverge at an angle according to the focal point. 
 
For the prism, we will need to exaggerate the refraction angle that the beam receives 
when passing through it.  Also, we will only be dispersing the light into three colors, red, 
green, and blue. 
 
For the gravity, we will be exaggerating the effects quite a bit.  Instead of it simply 
changing the trajectory a bit, we will treat the “head” of our beam as an object affected 
by near-normal gravity in one of the cardinal directions, and it will “fall” in that direction 
accordingly. 
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High Concept 
 
The core object of the game is to guide a Rayzer to a goal spot on the playfield.  The 
goal spot will be of a certain color – red, green, or blue.  When the Rayzer collides or 
passes through certain objects that are one of the colors, it will change into that color.  
The Rayzer has to be the same color of the goal spot when it reaches it in order to win.  
The one way you interact with the Rayzer is by drawing straight barriers that when 
finished act as a wall that the Rayzer will collide with and change the direction it is 
traveling.  You can use these barriers that you draw to guide the Rayzer into the color 
changing obstacles, or any number of pick-ups that will be placed around the playfield.  
The various pick-ups include Rayzer speed up, Rayzer speed down, and gravity.  The 
obstacles that the Rayzer can collide with will alter the path of the Rayzer in different 
ways.  These obstacles include concave and convex lenses, mirrors, prisms, and 
blocks.  We hope to achieve a game in which the player has to make quick decisions 
and react to the various objects and forces quickly to succeed, while being visually and 
audibly engaged by the exciting effects and sounds. 
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Key Features 
 
Rayzer’s key features include: 
 

• Fast-paced Gameplay – The player will race against the clock as they guide the 
Rayzer to the goal. 

• Player-created Barriers – The player creates barriers to reflect the Rayzer, 
allowing for a different experience depending on where the player decides to 
place them. 

• Physics – The Rayzer will be affected by the physics of mirrors, lenses, prisms, 
and gravity. 

• Pick-ups – The Rayzer can cross various pick-ups that will have effects such as 
speeding up or slowing down the Rayzer, adding to or subtracting from the time 
remaining, as well as adding gravity or rotating the entire playfield. 

• Obstacles – The player will have to navigate through and around various 
obstacles including mirrors, lenses, prisms, and blocks.  These obstacles can 
change the color of the Rayzer, reflect the Rayzer, and/or damage the Rayzer. 

• Dynamic Winning Camera – When the Rayzer meets the goal the camera zooms 
in to the exploding particles and music plays to enhance the excitement of 
winning the level. 
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Gameplay 
 
Overview 
 
When entering a level there will be a countdown before the Rayzer starts, giving the 
player a moment to examine the playfield and lay out a quick strategy.  When the 
Rayzer starts, the only way the player can affect it is by clicking and dragging the 
mouse across the screen to create a barrier which will reflect the Rayzer in a direction.  
The Rayzer and the goal start out as white, red, green, or blue.  The Rayzer has to 
match the color of the goal when it enters it in order to complete the level.  While 
navigating the Rayzer through the level, the player will have to deal with various 
obstacles and pick-ups that will be placed in the playfield.  The emitter that will 
determine what color and position the Rayzer starts from in each level only has a set 
amount of “battery life” and as such the player will have to compete with this time limit.  
The player can also activate a slow-mo mode to slow down the gameplay and zoom in 
on the Rayzer to make more precise barrier placements or to give them more time to 
avoid obstacles.  While slow-mo is activated, the “battery life” will drain faster. 
 
Difficulty 
 
The Difficulty levels will change how quickly the battery on the Rayzer diminishes, how 
much power the player has to set down barriers, and whether or not the Rayzer can 
collide with itself. 
 

Name Battery Drain Barrier Power Rayzer Self-Collision 

Easy 0.5% per second Unlimited false 
Moderate 0.75% per second 1000 false 

Hard 1% per second 750 true 
 

Controls 
 
Since the only way the player interacts with gameplay is by drawing barriers, the 
controls for Rayzer will be very simple. 
 
Create Barriers – Clicking and Dragging of the Mouse. 
Activate Slow-mo – Spacebar. 
Pause and Back in Menus – Escape. 
 
Scoring 
 
Scoring in Rayzer will be based on the length of the Rayzer and the number of 
obstacles used in the level, and then multiplied by their current multiplier.  The player 
will receive 10 points for each pixel length of the Rayzer, and 200 points for the first 
obstacle used, with each subsequent obstacle used increasing in point value by 200.  
The player can achieve multipliers by using certain obstacles in each level.
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Objects 
 
These objects appear in every level. 

 
Name Image Description 

Emitter 

 

This is the point on the board from 
which the Rayzer will grow.  Its 
position and direction will change as 
you progress from level to level.  
The color of the Rayzer and the 
direction it will be emitted in are 
indicated by the icon on the emitter.  
The emitter will continue to shoot a 
constant Rayzer beam for as long as 
there is time remaining on the 
current level. 

Rayzer 

 

The player must guide the Rayzer 
around the level with the intent of 

getting it to the goal.  As long as the 
Rayzer emitter is functioning, the 

Rayzer will have a tail that stretches 
the entire path the Rayzer has 

traveled.  Should the emitter shut off 
due to time expired, the Rayzer's tail 
will chase the head, until the Rayzer 

is removed from the game field. 
Goal 

 

This is the point on the level which 
you want to get the Rayzer beam to.  
The color of the Rayzer must match 
the color of the goal, or the Rayzer 
will pass over the goal and continue 
onward.  If the Rayzer is the same 
color as the goal, then when it 
approaches, the camera will zoom in 
and slow down, for dramatic effect.  
Then when it collides with the goal, 
there will be an explosion of particles 
and the Rayzer will begin eating 
itself, away from the head.  This 
“eating” effect will tally up the score 
as it goes along, and destroy 
obstacles that were used along the 
way. 
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Obstacles 
 
These obstacles will interact with the Rayzer by altering its direction or damaging it.  
Also, some objects can be destroyed. 
 
Destructible 

Block 

 

If the Rayzer beam hits this object, 
the Rayzer will be reflected off if the 
color of the beam does not match 
the color of the block, if the colors 
match, the block will be destroyed. 

Reflective 
Block 

 

If the Rayzer beam hits this object, 
the Rayzer will be reflected off of the 

object, and continue onward. 

Disruptive 
Block 

 

Disruptive blocks are evil.  These 
blocks appear in the higher difficulty 
levels, should the player's Rayzer 
touch them, the player will be 
penalized in Rayzer time remaining.  
Disruptive blocks can be either 
destructible or reflective. 

Mirror 

 

A mirror will reflect the incoming 
Rayzer back at a perfect 
mathematical reflection.  Mirrors 
come in many different angles, and 
both sides of the mirror are equally 
reflective. 

Lens 

 

A lens will bend the Rayzer as it 
passes through it.  There are two 
base types of lenses in Rayzer, 
which behave differently.  The two 
types are Biconcave and Biconvex.  
If the Rayzer passes through a 
Biconcave lens it will diverge at an 
angle determined by the focal point 
on the side it originally passed 
through.  If the Rayzer passes 
through a Biconvex lens it will 
converge to the focal point on the 
other side (see Research section).  If 
the Rayzer strikes a lens at a very 
shallow angle, there is a possibility 
that the Rayzer would reflect off 
instead, though not all lenses will 
behave in this way. 
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Colored 
Lens 

 

Colored lenses behave in the same 
manner as regular lenses, but have 
the additional effect of changing the 
Rayzer color to match the color of 
the lens. 
 

Prism 

 

A prism is a very special object in 
Rayzer, and can achieve many 
different effects.  If the Rayzer is 
currently colored, then the prism will 
act as a double lens, and may also 
reflect the Rayzer in a direction, 
depending on the color of the 
Rayzer and the angle at which it 
enters the prism.  If the Rayzer is 
white, the prism will split the Rayzer 
into its component colors – red, 
green, and blue.  These will then 
continue onward as independent 
Rayzers. 

Gravity 
Well 

 

If the head of the Rayzer passes 
close enough to the gravity well, it 
will be bent according to the strength 
of the gravity.  Gravity from the 
gravity well will only affect the 
Rayzer while it is within range, but 
the Rayzer will remain bent as such.  
Gravity from a gravity well can be 
both positive (drawing the Rayzer 
towards the well) and negative 
(pushing the Rayzer away). 
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Pick-ups 
 
These pick-ups will affect gameplay in various ways. 
 

Name Image Description 

Speed 

 

Speed Up – Increases the 
speed at which the Rayzer 
travels by 25%. 
Speed Down – Reduces the 
speed at which the Rayzer 
travels by 25%. 

Gravity 

 

Adds gravity acceleration of 5 
in one of the four cardinal 
directions.  This will affect the 
travel of the Rayzer from this 
point on, but does not affect 
the Rayzer’s tail. 

Battery 

 

Battery Up – Adds 10% to the 
battery. 
Battery Down – Subtracts 10% 
from the battery. 

Rotation 

 

When the Rayzer hits this pick-
up, the gameplay will 
momentarily freeze, and the 
entire playfield will rotate.  
Action will then resume as 
normal.  The rotation can be of 
90 or 180 degrees. 
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Key Algorithms 
 
Collision Detection 
 

Rayzer uses a vector based physics model, and therefore also detects for collision by 
testing for line segment intersection.  The base algorithm for line intersection is as 
follows: 

 
Given two line segments, one going from X1,Y1 to X2, Y2, and another at X3, 
Y3, to X4, Y4, if: 

 

 
 
Then the line segments can be said to be intersecting or touching.  Because this 
method of collision detection is more computationally expensive than bounding 
rectangle detection, the line segments of a given object are only tested for 
collision if the head of the Rayzer has already collided with the object’s bounding 
rectangle. 

 

Vector Reflection 
 

Used for interactions between the Rayzer and mirrors and blocks.  A Perfect reflection 
can be calculated by the following: 
 

Given V1, the incoming Vector, W, the vector to be reflected off of (the wall) and 
V2, the Vector after collision: 
 

 
 

Vector Refraction 
 

Used for interactions between the Rayzer and lenses and prisms.  Refraction can be 
calculated by the following equation: 
 

n · -v1 

 

 
 
Where N1 = 1.00 (the approximate Index of refraction of air), N2 is the Index of 
refraction of the lens (varies by object property) and V1 is the incoming vector. 
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Gravity 
 

Gravity will be applied globally when the gravity pick-up is collected, as well as locally 

when near a gravity well object. 
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Tutorial Levels 
 

The obstacles in the levels of Rayzer are key to the way the game is played, so these 
levels will introduce each of the objects.  The levels ramp up in difficulty as the player 
will grow more familiar with each object we introduce.  Some objects will be used in later 
levels after they are introduced. 
 
Tutorial Level 1 
 

 
 
This level presents no additional obstacles, it is simply meant as an introduction to the 
basic rules of Rayzer, as well as how to manipulate the Rayzer.  The goal, the Rayzer 
and the Rayzer power meter are introduced, and the player is instructed as to how the 

barrier lines work. 
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Tutorial Level 2 
 

 
 
This level introduces the mirror type objects, demonstrating that mirrors react differently 

than the standard reflective blocks. 
 
Tutorial Level 3 
 

 
 

Tutorial three introduces the prism, and how the prism affects a white Rayzer. 
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Tutorial Level 4 
 

 
 

This level introduced disruptive blocks, and teaches the player that any object may be 
disruptive, not just blocks. 

 
Tutorial Level 5 
 

 
 

The player is introduced to both regular and colored lenses, as well as a colored goal. 
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Tutorial Level 6 
 

 
 

The player is trained on the effects of gravity wells. 
 
Tutorial Level 7 
 

 
 

Here we combine several elements from the previous tutorials and also introduce the 
destructible block. 
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Tutorial Level 8 
 

 
 

Colored destructible blocks are introduced. 
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Interface 
 
Overview 
 
There are two separate menu systems in Rayzer: The Main Menu and the Pause Menu. 
The player is automatically taken to the Main Menu when loading up the game 
executable, and also when they exit the game from the pause menu.  The Pause Menu 
appears in game when the user wishes to pause the game. 
 
Here is a flowchart overview of the menu interactions: 
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Main Menu 
 

The main menu consists of 5 choices: New Game, Load Game, Highscores, Options, 
and Exit Game.  All of these choices except for Exit Game take you to another screen in 
the menu, where there are more specific options to choose from based on the selection.  
Exit Game from the Main Menu exits completely out of the game program.  All sub-
screens of the Main Menu have a ‘Back to Main Menu’ choice. 
 

 
 

• New Game – Opens the new game screen where gameplay options can be 
selected before starting the new game. 

• Load Game – Opens the load game screen where an old save file can be loaded 
in order to begin from a particular level in the game. 

• Exit Game – Exits out of the game after displaying the credits screen. 

• Highscores – displays the names and scores of the current top 10 high score 
holders. 

• Options – Opens the options screen where the game’s technical options can be 
changed. 
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Main Menu : New Game 
 
The New Game Menu in the Main Menu displays the options to choose from when 
beginning a new game.  These options include the Difficulty setting – Easy, Moderate, 
or Hard – as well as the Stage Selection.  The Stage Selection will have a scrolling box 
to choose from one of the game’s stages or a user created custom level. 
 

 
 

• Difficulty 
o Easy – Gameplay mode for beginners 
o Moderate – Gameplay mode for more advanced players. 
o Hard – Gameplay mode only for master players. 

• Stage – a scroll box that contains currently unlocked levels 
o Tutorial # – Tutorial levels that introduce the core gameplay. 
o Stage # – Levels with increasing difficulty . 
o Custom Level – Loads a custom level created by the user. 
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Main Menu : Load Game 
 
The Load Game menu has a slot system that can display however many saved games 
there are saved in the specific folder for this game.  Each slot displays the name of the 
player, the level they saved on, and the date and time saved.  Once the desired item is 
selected, it will be highlighted, and the Play Game option can be used to start the saved 
game. 
 

 
 

• Load Slot 
o A load slot in the main menu displays the player name, level the game 

was saved during, and the date and time that the game was saved. 
o All of the saved game files in the game’s directory are loaded into the slots 

and displayed on screen.  
o Loading a saved game – A slot can be selected by a click of the mouse. 

The slot will highlight to emphasis which slot was selected. 

• Play Game – When a slot if selected the Play Game option can be chosen to 
begin playing the game from where it was last left off. 
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Main Menu : High Scores 
 
The High Scores screen will display the top 10 high scores of all the players that have 
ever played the game.  It is sorted from top to bottom, highest to lowest.  The high 
scores are loaded into this screen from the specific folder for this game.  Each slot 
displays the name of the player and the score that they received. 
 

 
 

• Highscore Table 
o The top 10 highscores for the entire game are displayed inside the 

highscore table. 
o Highscores are ordered from highest on the top descending to the tenth 

highest score for the game on the bottom. 
o The highscores are saved into a file in a specific folder in the game’s 

directory. 
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Main Menu : Options 
 
The Options screen has two different sections to it – the Volume section and the 
Graphics section.  The Volume section allows the user to adjust the volume of the music 
or the sound effects in the entire game, via slider bars.  The Graphics section allows the 
user to adjust the Gamma of the screen via a slider bar, and has a check box for Full 
Screen toggle as well. 
 

 
 

• Volume 
o Music – The slider bar can be clicked and dragged to the left or to the right 

to lower or heighten the music level for the entire game, respectively. 
o SFX – The slider bar can be clicked and dragged to the left or to the right 

to lower or height the sound effects for the entire game, respectively. 

• Graphics 
o Gamma – The slider bar can be clicked and dragged to the left or to the 

right to lower or height the gamma level for the entire game, respectively. 
o Full Screen – The check box can be checked to enable full screen mode, 

or uncheck to disable full screen mode, and in turn enable windowed 
mode.  

� Alternatively, ALT + ENTER can be used to toggle Full Screen 
mode. 
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Pause Menu 
 
The Pause Menu is a menu that slides in from the side of the screen when the player 
wishes to pause the game.  Like the Main Menu, it consists of 5 options to choose from; 
Resume, Save Game, Load Game, Options, and Exit Game.  The Resume selection will 
take the player back into the gameplay and the Exit Game selection will exit the game 
and bring the player back to the main menu. 
 

 

 

• Resume – Continue gameplay from where the game was paused at. 

• Save Game – Opens the save game sub-screen window which allows the player 
to save their game progress. 

• Load Game – Opens the load game sub-screen window which allows the player 
to end their current game and load a saved game instead. 

• Options – Opens the options sub-screen window which allows the player to 
change technical game options. 

• Exit Game – Quits out of the current game and opens the main menu. 
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Pause Menu : Save Game 
 
The Save Game selection will bring up a sub-screen on the side of the pause menu bar. 
It has slots shown with past game files that have been saved, as well as always having 
a New Save slot to save a new game. If a game is saved in the New Game slot another 
slot will appear for the New Game slot so the user could save many game files. 
 

 
 

• Save Slot 
o The save slots are based on the computer hard drive that the game is 

running on, so there hypothetically are an infinite number of save slots. 
o A saved game is stored in a specified folder in the game’s directory. 
o Saved information includes: 

� Map level layout 
� All objects’ type, position, and rotation in the level 
� Rayzer Position and direction 
� Current level score and current game score. 
� Remaining battery life/time remaining 
� Remaining barrier line life remaining 
� Player’s name and date/time when game was saved. 

• Save Button –When the save button is pressed the player will be prompted to 
enter their name and then all game information will be saved to the currently 
selected save slot.  
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Pause Menu : Load Game 
 
The Load Game selection will bring up a sub-screen on the side of the pause menu bar. 
It has slots shown with past game files that have been saved and users can use these 
slots by selecting which game they want to load.  The user can then use the Load 
Game choice on the bottom of this screen in order to load the desired game up from the 
last saved spot. 
 

 
 

• Load Slot 
o A load slot in the pause menu displays the player name, the level that the 

game was saved during, and the date and time that the game was saved.  
o All of the saved game files in the game’s directory are loaded into the slots 

and displayed on screen.  
o Loading a saved game – A slot can be selected by a click of the mouse. 

The slot will highlight to emphasis which slot was selected. 

• Load Game – When a slot if selected the Load Game option can be chosen to 
begin playing the game from where it was last left off. 
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Pause Menu : Options 
 
The Options selection will bring up a sub-screen on the side of the pause menu bar. 
The options screen here is the same as the Main Menu’s Options screen; a Volume 
section and a Graphics section.  The only difference with this Options screen is the style 
and the fact that it is during gameplay.  Once the slider bars are changed, the 
corresponding option is instantly changed 
 

 
 

• Volume 
o Music – The slider bar can be clicked and dragged to the left or to the right 

to lower or heighten the music level for the entire game, respectively. 
o SFX – The slider bar can be clicked and dragged to the left or to the right 

to lower or height the sound effects for the entire game, respectively. 

• Graphics 
o Gamma – The slider bar can be clicked and dragged to the left or to the 

right to lower or height the gamma level for the entire game, respectively. 
o Full Screen – The check box can be checked to enable full screen mode, 

or uncheck to disable full screen mode, and in turn enable windowed 
mode.  

� Alternatively, ALT + ENTER can be used to toggle Full Screen 
mode. 
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Heads-Up Display 
 
The HUD is displayed on screen during gameplay.  It only contains information that the 
player would need to know while playing.  The various symbols and elements on the 
HUD can be used by the player to mark progress and maximize their game experience. 
The items displayed include: a Remaining Batter Life meter, a Remaining Barrier Line 
Life meter, a Current Pickup display box, a Current Score display, an a Current 
Multiplier display.  
 

 
 

• Remaining Battery Life – A bar on the left side of the screen that gradually drains 
during gameplay. It displays the amount of battery life that the Rayzer line has 
before depleting completely and begins to eat its tail. How fast it drains depends 
on the difficulty selection. This battery life also is a meter for how much time is 
remaining. 

• Remaining Barrier Line Life – a bar on the bottom of the screen that drains based 
upon how long a barrier line was placed on the screen. When this line runs out 
the player can no longer directly control the Rayzer. 

• Current Pickup – The current pickup display only appears when an item is picked 
up. It remains there for the duration of the pickup an disappears when it is not 
needed. 

• Current Score – The score is displayed on the top right hand side of the screen in 
bright vivid numbers to minimize obstruction of gameplay while making the 
player’s current score readily accessible. This can be used by players to mark 
their progress and for master players to try and beat their high scores. 

• Current Multiplier – The multiplier is only displayed when a multiplier is in effect 
directly beneath the score. It is not displayed if there is no multiplier in effect. 
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Tools 
 
Particle Editor 
 
The particle editor will be a very important tool for our game.  The game itself is fairly 
simple in terms of gameplay, so it will need to be very polished and engaging to the 
player.  As such, particles will play a big role in exciting the player when he or she 
interacts with the environment. 
 

 
 

Controls 
 

• File Menu – Contains “New”, “Open”, “Save”, and “Save As” options. 
o New – Resets the particle editor. 
o Open – Opens an existing particle effect. 
o Save – Saves the current particle effect. 

� XML – Save in XML 
� Binary – Save in Binary 

o Save As – Name and Save the current particle effect. 
� XML – Save As in XML 
� Binary – Save As in Binary 

• Random Options Menu – Contains check boxes for which attributes of the 
particle effect you want to randomize. 
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• Randomize – Clicking this will use the currently selected Random Options to 
produce a random particle effect. 

• Background Color – Controls the color of the viewer background. 

• Particle Image – Shows currently selected particle sprite, and allows for the 
loading of a new one. 

• Viewer – The black box will be where the particle effect is displayed. 

• Emitter – This group box houses controls which affect the position, number, and 
life of the particles. 

o Width – The horizontal range from where the particles will emit. 
o Height – The vertical range from where the particles will emit. 
o Maximum Particles – The maximum number of particles that will be “alive” 

at any one time. 
o Particle Lifetime – The minimum and maximum amount of time a particle 

can be “alive”. 
o Continuous – Controls whether the particles will come back to life after 

they die. 

• Rendering – This group box houses controls which affect the color, scale, and 
blending style of the particles. 

o Source Blend – The source D3D Blend Mode. 
o Destination Blend – The destination D3D Blend Mode. 
o Start Color – The initial color of a particle. 
o End Color – The final color of a particle. 
o Start Scale – The initial x and y scale of a particle. 
o End Scale – The final x and y scale of a particle. 

• Physics – This group box houses controls which affect the speed and rotation of 
the particles. 

o X Velocity – The minimum and maximum horizontal velocity of a particle. 
o Y Velocity – The minimum and maximum vertical velocity of a particle. 
o X Acceleration – The minimum and maximum horizontal acceleration of a 

particle. 
o Y Acceleration – The minimum and maximum vertical acceleration of a 

particle. 
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Object Editor 
 
The Object editor allows you to set the graphical properties for an image, define the 
collision boundaries specific to the image you are using, and edit and control the 
behavior of the physics simulations specific to the type of object you are creating. 
 

 
 

Controls 
 

• Image Properties – Allows you to set the image file that will be used to represent 
the object, and will also allow you to set the point at which the object may be 
rendered or rotated around (i.e. the center point). 

o Center Point Control – The X and Y up/down controls will move the red 
reticule to the appropriate location in the image, providing visual feedback 
for the center of the object. 

• Collision Settings – The physics engine in Rayzer uses line-intersection based 
collision detection, so the lines of intersection must be defined manually.  This 
also allows for many varieties of non-rectangular collision shapes. 

o Line Segment Control – The list box shows X and Y coordinates for the 
line segments currently defined for the object, the image is overlaid with 
blue lines visually representing these segments. 

o Add/Edit Button – Opens a dialog which allows the user to define a new 
line segment. 

• Object Properties – The behavior types and type-specific parameters are set 
here.  Different behavior types have different parameter requirements, so non-
relevant controls are disabled.  You can also set the sound and particle effects to 
be played upon the objects collision. 
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o Object Color – Sets the color of the object 
o Behavior Type – Sets the type to either Reflective, Refractive (Lens), 

Refractive (Prism), Destructible, or Block.  Also allows you to set the 
Disruptive flag. 

o Index of Refraction – Sets the property for the physics simulations, only 
used for lenses and prisms. 

o Focal Points – Two sets of X and Y coordinates representing a lenses 
focal point.  Only used for lenses. 

o Particle Effect – The filename of the particle effect to be created when this 
object is struck with a Rayzer. 

o Sound Effect – The filename of the sound effect to be played when this 
object is struck with a Rayzer. 

• Simulation – This shows how the completed object will react when hit by the 
Rayzer.  Here the color of the Rayzer can be controlled and the simulation can 
be manually updated to reflect the latest state of the object. 

o Rayzer Color Control – Sets the color of the incoming Rayzer. 
o Update – Updates the simulation. 
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Level Editor 
 
The Level Editor/Map Editor is a very important in the creation of our game because of 
the fact that it is used to place objects into the levels.  It cannot be used without 
combining the functionality of our other tools – The Particle Editor and the Object Editor. 
The Level Editor is mostly used to place where objects go into the map, but is also 
capable of changing other aspects of the levels as well.  These include background 
music and background particles (for a dynamic background), in addition to placing the 
games objects.  
 

 
 

Controls 
 

• File 
o New – Clear the editor and begin a new level map. 
o Save – Save the current map to a file to be able to load it into the game. 
o Save As – Save the current map to a different file if it has been saved 

before. 
o Load – Load an older save map file in order to edit it. 
o Exit – Exits out of the program after asking if you would like to save, if any 

changes have been made. 

• Options 
o Paint – Use the currently selected tile to paint on tile at a time. 
o Selection – Constrain the painting to a rectangular area 
o Fill – Use the currently selected tile to fill a large area. 
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o Layers – Allows the user to select the layer they want to use. The 
separate layers allows for objects to be places overtop of other objects. 

o Load Object – Loads a particular object selected by the user. 
o Load All Objects – Loads all objects in a particular folder. Selection is a 

folder instead of a particular file. 

• Zoom – Allows for zooming in or out on the map. Can be viewed from half the 
size up to double the size of the full size of the level. 

• Current Position: Displays the current position of the mouse cursor.  The position 
is described by number of tiles. 

• Size of Tiles – Displays the size of the tiles 

• Objects – Tab that displays all of the currently loaded in objects 
o Allows for multiple object tile sets to be loaded in at any given time. 
o Previous Page and Next Page – Allows for the scrolling through of the 

different object tile sets that are loaded in. 

• Particles – Tab that displays a particle that is currently loaded in. 
o Can be used to set the background particle set. 

• Map Properties – Tab that allows for the control of various different level options 
o Background Music – Can set the background music of the map. 
o Background Image – Ability to set the background bitmap, if desired. 
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Code Architecture 
 
This will lay out a rough overview of the class and structures that will be used in the 
implementation of our game, Rayzer.  The members and operations of the classes and 
structures will be identified and explained. 
 
SGD Wrappers / Classes Used 
 

CBase 
CEvent 
CSGD_Direct3D 
CSGD_DirectInput 
CSGD_FModManager 
CSGD_TextureManager 
CSGD_ObjectManager 
CSGD_ObjectFactory 
CSGD_MessageSystem 
CSGD_EventSystem 
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CPickup : CBase 
 

Description:  This will represent the pickups in the game. 
 

Members 
 

Name Type Description 
EVENT_TYPE enum The possible event types. 

m_eEvent EVENT_TYPE The type of event for this object. 

 
Methods 

 
Return Name Type/Parameters Description 

void SendPickupEvent EVENT_TYPE 
eEvent 

Sends an event based on the 
event type. 
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CBlock : CBase 
 

Description:  This will represent the blocks in the game that will stop, reflect, or damage 
the Rayzer. 
 

Members 
 

Name Type Description 

COLLISION_TYPE enum The possible collision types.  
STOPRAYZER, REFLECTRAYZER, 

DAMAGERAYZER 
m_eCollision COLLISION_TYPE The type of collision for this object. 

m_nNumSides int Number of sides of the block. 

 
Methods 

 
Return Name Type/Parameters Description 

void SendCollisionEvent COLLISION_TYPE 
eEvent 

Sends an event based on 
the collision type. 
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CMirror : CBase 
 

Description: This class holds the data that describes a mirror object. The mirror object 
reflects the Rayzer line and must hold an angle to tell what angle the line bounces back 
at. 
 
Stipulation: This class needs to be added as a object to the object factory and manager. 
GetRect() must be overwritten in case the mirror is scaled and so that the RECTs of this 
object and others can intersect properly. 
 

Members 
 

Name Type Purpose 
m_dAngle double The angle that the mirror is rotated at 
m_dScale double The scale of the mirror object 

 
 

Methods 
 

Return Name Parameters Purpose 
double GetAngle void Accessor: Returns the angle of 

the mirror 
double GetScale void Accessor: Returns the scale of 

the mirror 
void SetAngle double Modifier: Sets the angle of the 

mirror 
void SetScale double Modifier: Sets the scale of the 

mirror 
void Update double  Updates the mirror object’s 

variables 

void Render void Renders the mirror object onto 
the screen 

RECT GetRect void Gets the mirror’s RECT at the 
current position 

BOOL CheckCollision CBase* Checks the collision between the 
mirror object and another 

object’s base 
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CPrism : CBase 
 

Description:  This will represent the prisms in the game. 
 

Members 
 

Name Type Description 
m_eSplitRayzer CEvent The event the pickup sends  

m_fRefractionAngle float The “buffer” at which the Rayzer will reflect 
off the prism instead of passing through. 

m_fApexAngle float The angle between the sides of the prism.  
Used to determine the angle at which the 
Rayzer bends when it passes through the 

prism. 

m_nNumSides int Number of sides of the prism. 
 

Methods 
 

Return Name Type/Parameters Description 

void SendEvent EVENT_TYPE 
eEvent 

Sends an event based on the 
event type. 
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CLens : CBase  
 

Description: This class holds the data the describes a lens object. The lens object will 
bend the Rayzer line toward a focal point when the Rayzer line passes through it. 
 
Stipulation: This class needs to be created as an object using the ObjectFactory and 
must be added to the ObjectManager as well. GetRect() must be overwritten so that the 
RECTs of this object and any others can intersect properly. This class needs to know 
about the tPoint structure so that it can store the X and Y positions of the Focal Point of 
the lens. 
 

Members 
 

Type Name Purpose 
tPoint m_dFocalPoint Stores the point offset X and Y of the lens 

where the line/Rayzer will travel to after 
going through it 

double m_dRefractionIndex The value of the index of refraction 
 

Methods 
 

Return Name Parameters Purpose 
Point GetFocalPoint void Accessor: Returns the X and 

Y offset of the focal point 
double GetRefractionIndex void Accessor: Returns the index 

of refraction 
void SetFocalPoint tPoint Modifier: Sets the X and Y 

offset of the focal point 
void SetRefractionIndex double Modifier: Sets the index of 

refraction 
void Update double Updates the lens object’s 

variables 

void Render void Renders the lens object onto 
the screen 

RECT GetRect void Gets the lens’ RECT at the 
current position 

BOOL CheckCollision CBase* Checks the collision between 
the lens object and another 

object’s base 
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CParticle 
 

Description:  This will represent the particles in our game. 
 

Members 
 

Name Type Description 
m_nX int The horizontal position of the particle. 
m_nY int The vertical position of the particle. 

m_fVelX float The horizontal velocity of the particle. 
m_fVelY float The vertical velocity of the particle. 

m_fAccelX float The horizontal acceleration of the particle. 

m_fAccelY float The vertical acceleration of the particle. 
m_fScaleX float The horizontal scale of the particle. 

m_fScaleY float The vertical scale of the particle. 
m_fRotation float The rotation of the particle. 

m_cColor D3DCOLOR The color of the particle. 

m_nImageID int The image ID of the particle. 
m_fLifetime float How long the particle will be alive. 
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CParticleEngine 
 

Description:  This will handle the adding, removing, and updating of the emitters in the 
game. 
 
Stipulation:  This will be a singleton, and as such there will only be one instance of this 
at any given time during the games runtime.  The GetInstance() function will return a 
pointer with which you can utilize the engine, but before being used, the instance must 
be  initialized.  When finished with the instance, it will need to be deleted.  Direct3D 
must be initialized before using, as well. 
 

Members 
 

Name Type Description 

m_pInstance CParticleEngine The single instance of this class. 
m_vEmitters vector<CParticleEmitter> The vector of the current emitters. 

m_lpDevice LPDIRECT3DDEVICE9 The D3D Device to use. 
m_lpSprite LPD3DXSPRITE The D3D Sprite Device to use. 

 
Methods 

 
Return Name Type/Parameters Description 

CParticleEngine* GetInstance void Allocates memory for 
the engine if it hasn’t 
been allocated yet, 
otherwise just grabs 

a pointer to the single 
instance of the 

engine. 
void DeleteInstance void Deletes the single 

instance of the 
engine. 

bool Init LPDIRECT3DDEVICE9 
device, 

LPD3DXSPRITE sprite 

Initialize the devices 
to use. 

void Update void Call the update for 
each emitter. 

void AddEmitter CParticleEmitter Adds an emitter to 
the vector of emitters. 
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CParticleEmitter 
 

Description:  This will handle the emitting of particles. 
 

Members 
 

Name Type Description 
m_nMaxParticles int The max number of particles. 

m_vParticles vector<CParticle> The vector of particles. 

m_nX int X position of the emitter. 
m_nY int Y position of the emitter. 

m_fVelX float X velocity of the emitter. 

m_fVelY float Y velocity of the emitter. 
m_tParticleInfo tParticleInfo The settings for the particles this will emit. 

 
Methods 

 
Return Name Type/Parameters Description 

void Update void Update the particles. 

 
This structure will be used to house the settings for the particles to be emitted. 
 
struct tParticleInfo { 
 
 float m_fInitVelX;   // Initial X Velocity 
 float m_fInitVelY;   // Initial Y Velocity 
 float m_fEndVelX;   // Ending X Velocity 
 float m_fEndVelY;   // Ending Y Velocity 
 float m_fInitAccelX;   // Initial X Acceleration 
 float m_fInitAccelY;   // Initial Y Acceleration 
 float m_fEndAccelX;  // Ending X Acceleration 
 float m_fEndAccelY;  // Ending Y Acceleration 
 float m_fInitScaleX;   // Initial X Scale 
 float m_fInitScaleY;   // Initial Y Scale 
 float m_fEndScaleX;  // Ending X Scale 
 float m_fEndScaleY;  // Ending Y Scale 
 float m_fInitRotation;  // Initial Rotation 
 float m_fEndRotation;  // Ending Rotation 
 D3DCOLOR m_cInitColor;  // Initial Color 
 D3DCOLOR m_cEndColor; // Ending Color 
 float m_fLifetime;   // Particle Lifetime 
}; 
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CCamera2D 
 

Description:  This will handle the view for the game, including screen shaking and zoom. 
 
Stipulation:  This will be a singleton, and as such there will only be one instance of this 
at any given time during the games runtime.  The GetInstance() function will return a 
pointer with which you can utilize the engine, but before being used, the instance must 
be  initialized.  When finished with the instance, it will need to be deleted.  
 

Members 
 

Name Type Description 
m_pInstance CCamera2D The single instance of this class. 
m_dOffsetX double X offset of the world origin. 

m_dOffsetY double Y offset of the world origin. 
m_nScreenWidth int Screen width. 

m_nScreenHeight int Screen height. 

m_nWorldWidth int World width. 
m_nWorldHeight int World height. 

m_rScreenBounds RECT A RECT that represents the viewable 
screen area. 

m_fZoom float Current zoom amount. 
 

Methods 
 

Return Name Type/Parameters Description 

double GetOffsetX void Returns the X offset of the 
world origin. 

double GetOffsetY void Returns the Y offset of the 
world origin. 

void SetOffsetX double dOffsetX Sets the X offset of the 
world origin. 

void SetOffsetY double dOffsetY Sets the Y offset of the 
world origin. 

void Init int nScreenWidth, 
int nScreenHeight,  
int nWorldWidth,  
int nWorldHeight, 
double dOffsetX, 
double dOffsetY 

Initializes the member 
variables. 

CCamera2D* GetInstance void Allocates memory for the 
camera if it hasn’t been 

allocated yet, otherwise just 
grabs a pointer to the single 

instance of the camera. 
void DeleteInstance void Deletes the instance. 
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Physics Header 
 

Description:  This header will include the physics structures and methods we will need 
to use. 
 
tVector :  A simple structure describing a vector in 2D Space. 
 

Members 
 

Name Type Description 

m_tPoint tPoint Position of the vector. 

m_nX double Vector Length in X 

m_nY double Vector Length in Y 

 
tPoint: A simple structure describing a point in 2d space. 
 

Members 
 

Name Type Description 

m_nX double Position in X Space. 

m_nY double Position in Y Space. 

 
Methods 

 
Return Name Type/Parameters Description 

tVector VectorAdd tVector tVector1, 
tVector tVector2 

Returns the sum of the two 
vectors. 

tVector VectorSubtract tVector tVector1, 
tVector tVector2 

Returns the two vectors 
subtracted. 

tVector VectorNormalize tVector tVector1 Returns the normalized vector. 

double VectorAngle tVector tVector1, 
tVector tVector2 

Returns the angle Between two 
Vectors. 

tVector VectorReflect tVector tVector1, 
tVector tVector2 

Returns a vector reflected 
about the other. 

tVector VectorDefract tVector 
tIncomingVector, 

double 
dAngleOfIncidence, 

double 
dAngleOfRefraction 

Returns a vector refracted by a 
media, when hitting the media 
at a given media, and a media 
with a given index of refraction. 
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Cline 
 

Description:  Represent an object comprised of multiple, interconnected lines to form 
complex, math-derived shapes.  A line object is defined by a vector of points, which are 
drawn in that order, such that each adjacent pair of points in the vector represent a line 
segment of the final shape. 
 

Members 
 

Name Type Description 

m_vPoints vector<tPoint> The vector of points describing the shape. 

m_tTexture D3DXTEXTURE9 * Texture to be used when rendering the line, this 
texture will be stretched along the length of the 

line. 
m_nWidth int Width of the line to be drawn. 

 
Methods 

 
Return Name Type/Parameters Description 

void AddPoint tPoint tNewPoint Adds the point to the head of 
the vector. 

void AddTail tPoint tNewTail Adds a new tail point to the 
vector. 

void RemovePoint void Remove the tail from the vector, 
the next point in line becomes 

the new tail. 
void RemoveHead void Remove the head from the 

vector, the previous point 
becomes the new head. 

tPoint GetHead void Returns the Last point in the 
vector 
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CLineRenderer 
 

Description:  The line renderer works by rendering a series of points as a line 
constructed of vertex primitives.  This allows us to draw lines of varying thickness and 
texture, and also allowing the capability of pixel shaders or multi-texturing to be applied 
to the line in question.  This is superior to the standard D3D draw line, which supports 
neither transparency nor anti-aliasing effects. 
 
Stipulations:  The renderer is a singleton, and must be invoked within a D3D device 
begin and end segment, it does not start its own rendering session. 

 
Members 

 
Name Type Description 

m_pInstance LineRenderer * Pointer to the object. 

m_pD3D IDirect3DDevice9 
*device 

Our Direct3D object. 

m_dLength double Length of the line. 

m_dWidth double Width of the line. 

m_tTexture D3DXTEXTURE9 * Texture to be used when rendering 
the line, this texture will be stretched 

along the length of the line. 
 

Methods 
 

Return Name Type/Parameters Description 
LineRenderer* GetInstance void Gets or 

creates the 
instance of 

this module. 
void DeleteInstance void Deletes the 

instance of 
this module. 

void Initialize IDirect3DDevice9 *device, 
HWND hwnd 

Initializes all 
beginning 

values of the 
LineRenderer. 

void Shutdown void Shutdown and 
release stuff. 
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CUserLineCreator 
 

Description:  The line creator is the primary method of interfacing with the game for the 
player.  It manages the mouse input to allow the player to place additional lines on the 
game field to manipulate the Rayzer in the game. 
 

Members 
 

Name Type Description 
m_pInstance StateManager * Pointer to the object. 

m_pMouse IDirectInputDevice9 * Our mouse object. 

m_dMax double Maximum length of a drawn line. 

m_bDrawing bool Are we currently drawing a new line 

 
Methods 

 
Return Name Type/Parameters Description 

void HandleInput void Handles mouse 
input / mouse 

clicks. 
void DeleteInstance void Deletes the 

instance of this 
module. 

void Initialize IDirectInputDevice9 *device,  
HWND hwnd 

Initializes all 
beginning values of 
the StateManager. 

bool  GameMain void Main game loop; 
calls update and 

render on the 
contained 

gamestate. 
noid Shutdown void Shutdown and 

release stuff. 
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CBaseState   
 

Description:  The abstract base state which the state manager uses.  All State Classes 
are singletons. 
 

Methods 
 

Return Name Type/Parameters Description 

bool Update void Updating of the 
state. 

void Init void Sets up initial 
variable for the 

states. 
void Render void Render to the 

screen. 
void   Shutdown void Set rendering to a 

known state, and 
release necessary 

devices and 
memory constructs. 
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CStateManager 
 

Description:  Handles the switch and control of various states, including the main 
gamestate, menu, highscore and other classes derived from CBaseState. 
 

Members 
 

Name Type Description 
m_pInstance StateManager * Pointer to the object. 

m_pTheGame BaseClass * State Object we are pointing to. 

m_sGameState short Indicates the current gamestate 
according to gamestate enum. 

 
Methods 

 
Return Name Type/Parameters Description 

StateManager*  GetInstance void Gets or creates 
the instance of 

this module. 
void DeleteInstance void Deletes the 

instance of this 
module. 

void Initialize IDirect3DDevice9 *device,  
HWND hwnd 

Initializes all 
beginning values 

of the 
StateManager. 

bool  GameMain void Main game loop; 
calls update and 

render on the 
contained 

gamestate. 
void Shutdown void Shutdown and 

release stuff. 
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CGameState : CBaseState 
 

Description:  The main instance of the game engine, handles input rendering and other 
such info while the game is running.  
 

Members 
 

Name Type Description 
m_pInstance CGameState * Pointer to the object. 

m_nScore Int Player score. 

m_pLaser CLaser * Pointer to the Rayzer object. 

m_nPlayTime int Time remaining for the gameplay. 

m_bLevelComplete bool True, if the current level’s win 
condition is satisfied. 

m_bPaused bool Are we paused? 

m_tLevel tLevel Contains information about the 
current level. 

 
Methods 

 
Return Name Type/Parameters Description 

void DrawHud void Called by Render(), 
draws the game 

HUD. 
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CMenuState : CBaseClass 
 

Description:  This contains all of the information and data needed to display and control 
the menu. The menu state has a main menu, options menu, and an exit selection. 
DirectInput is used within this class to control the menus. 
 
Stipulation:  This class is a singleton, so there can only be one instance of it during one 
game. It needs to be initialized using GetInstance() before it can be used, and cannot 
be instantiated or copied because the Trilogy of Evil functions are set to private 
members. This state needs to have Init called on it before using so that all of the 
variables are initialized properly and can be displayed correctly.  It needs to have 
included in the header: CBitmapFont for rendering the Bitmap Fonts, CSGD_DirectInput 
for handling the menu input, CSGD_FModManager for handling the menu sound, and 
CSGD_TextureManager for rendering the actual menu images. 
 

Members 
 

Name Type Purpose 
m_Instance static CMenuState* Singleton Instance of Menu 

State 
m_pBF CBitmapFont* Bitmap Font Singleton Pointer 
m_pTM CSGD_TextureManager* Singleton Instance of Texture 

Manager 

m_pDI CSGD_DirectInput* Direct Input Singleton Pointer 
m_pFMod CSGD_FModManager* FMod Manager Singleton Pointer 

m_nMainMenu int Stores the background image for 
the Texture Manager 

m_SoundMove int Stores the sound for a menu 
move 

m_bCredits bool Check for the Credits screen 
 

Methods 
 

Return Name Parameters Purpose 
static 

CMenuState* 
GetInstance void Gets the instance of the 

singleton pointer 
void DeleteInstance void Deletes the instance of the 

singleton pointer 
void Init HWND, 

HINSTANCE, 
int, int, bool 

Initializes the main menu 
variables 

void Shutdown void Shuts down the main menu in 
preparation for another state 

bool Update void Updates the menu  
void Render void Renders the menu to the 

screen 
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CBitmapFont 
 

Description: This class handles any information regarding bitmapped fonts. This 
includes the loading of a specific font, the parsing of a string to display, and the actual 
rendering of that string with the bitmap font. 
 
Stipulation: This class is a singleton, so there can only be one instance of it during one 
game. It needs to be initialized using GetInstance() before it can be used, and cannot 
be instantiated or copied because the Trilogy of Evil functions are set to private 
members. The LoadFile method must be called upon initialization of the game or state, 
so that the correct desired font is displayed. If LoadFile is not called and the Bitmap 
Font Manager is used, the system will crash. It does not need to have any other 
included files in the header, but the CSGD_TextureManager wrapper needs to be 
included in the cpp file in order to render the images to the screen.  
 

Members 
 

Name Type Purpose 
m_Instance static 

CBitmapFont* 
Singleton Instance of Bitmap Font 

m_nImageID int The Image ID of the bitmap for the Texture 
Manager to use 

m_nLetterSize int The size of each letter in the image. Used 
in order to calculate the placement of the 

letters 

m_nRow int The current row in the bitmap image 
m_nCol int The current column in the bitmap image 

 
Methods 

 
Return Name Parameters Purpose 
static 

CBitmapFont* 
GetInstance void Gets the instance of the 

singleton pointer 
void DeleteInstance void Deletes the instance of the 

singleton pointer 
bool LoadFile char* 

szFilename 
Loads the iamge file of the 

bitmap font 

void RenderText char* szText,  
int nPosX,  
int nPosY, 

float fScaleX, 
 float fScaleY 

Parses and renders the text to 
be written to the screen using 

the bitmap font 

void SetImageID int nID  Modifier: Sets Image ID 
void SetLetterSize int nSize Modifier: Sets Letter Size 
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CMap 
 

Description:  This class will hold the information on the current level layout. 
 

Members 
 

Name Type Purpose 
m_vObstacles vector<CBase*> Vector of the current obstacles in the level. 

 
Methods 

 

Return Name Parameters Purpose 
void LoadMap char* 

szFilename 
Loads the current level layout 
from a file made by the editor. 

void Clear void Clears out the current layout. 
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CTileEngine 
 

Description: This class handles data pertaining to the world in the game. The data is the 
rendering and updating of the world and its tile set. It handles the culling of tiles to only 
display what is on the screen, taking the world coordinates into consideration. It gets its 
information for the world from the tile editor files; it loads in the information and contains 
the world in its data through those files. 
 
Stipulations: This class is a singleton, so there can only be one TileEngine during the 
entire game. It needs to be initialized using the GetInstance() function, and cannot be 
instantiated or copied because the Trilogy of Evil functions are set to private members. 
CSGD_TextureManager only needs to be included in the cpp file so that the world can 
be rendered, but does not need a pointer stored because it is only used in one place.  
 

Members 
 

Name Type Purpose 
m_Instance static 

CTileEngine* 
Static Singleton Instance for the Tile 

Engine 
m_mapCurrentLevel CMap Stores the current level layout. 

m_nImageID int The image ID used for the texture 
manager 

m_nColumns int The number of columns in the image 
m_nRows int The number of rows in the image 

m_nTileSize int The size of each tile’s width and height 
(same value) 

m_nTileColumns int How many total columns in the image 
 

Methods 
 

Return Name Parameters Purpose 
CTileEngine* GetInstance void Gets the instance to the 

singleton pointer 
void DeleteInstance void Deletes the instance of the 

singleton pointer 
void Load const char* Loads the file that contains the 

tile information 
void Render void Renders the world tile by tile 
void SetTileImageID int nID Modifier: Sets Tile Image ID 
void SetTileSize int nSize Modifier: Sets the Tile Size 
void SetTileColumns int nCols Modifier: Sets the total Tile 

Columns in image 

 
 
   

 


